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Abstract
Converging different technologies in different domains generally increases the possibility of creating new market values that 
cannot be realized by utilizing technologies within a single domain. Therefore, analyzing technological knowledge spillovers 
between technology classes can lead to identify new opportunities for technologies or products. This study proposes a systematic 
approach to analyze the causality of knowledge spillovers. It measures the degree of direct influences between classes and 
derives the extent of indirect knowledge flows from the direct influences. By integrating the direct and indirect influences, it 
identifies the causality of knowledge spillovers through an impact-causality map of classes. This study is expected to contribute 
to exploring the effects of comprehensive technological knowledge spillovers and clarifying the characteristics of each 
technology class in terms of knowledge diffusers or absorbers. Further, it can be a basis for useful tool to establish R&D plans
since it provides a direction to create convergent inventions at the level of technology classes based on the quantitative analysis.
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction
Open innovation is generally considered as a promising way to lead to creative inventions [1]. In this regard, a 
number of firms make efforts to explore new external technological knowledge beyond their domains so that they 
can develop new innovative products with the external knowledge. Converging different technologies in different 
domains increases the possibility of creating new market values that cannot be realized by utilizing a single 
technology or a set of technologies within a certain domain [2]. Therefore, to identify new opportunities for 
technologies or products, it is imperative to analyze technological knowledge spillovers between technology classes.
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Using patents as reliable knowledge sources, Kim et al. [3] assessed the cross-impact relationships among 
technology classes to identify core technologies. They only focused on the technological impact but the causality 
should be also explored because it can clarify the role of each class in the knowledge exchanges. Ko et al. [4]
constructed a technology impact portfolio map through the patent co-classification analysis. The co-classification 
analysis has an assumption that a patent is classified into one primary and multiple supplementary International 
Patent Classifications (IPCs). However, patents might be classified into multiple primary classes. In this case, it must 
be arbitrary to determine the direction of knowledge flows.
This study proposes an approach to analyze the extent of knowledge spillovers between technology classes by 
integrating direct and indirect knowledge flows. Moreover, we identify the causality of knowledge spillovers to 
figure out whether each class is a net causer or a net receiver of knowledge, thereby deriving specific features of 
knowledge spillovers. For that, this study measures the extent of knowledge flows between technology classes by 
applying Association Rule Mining (ARM) and identifies the causality of knowledge spillovers through an impact-
causality map of classes by using DEcision MAking Trial and Evaluation Laboratory (DEMATEL). We also carry 
out a case study that aims to show the applicability of our approach. Patents granted in the United States Patent and 
Trademark Office (USPTO) between 2011 and 2013 are used in the case study. The contributions of this study can 
be summarized as three-fold. First, it explores the effects of comprehensive technological knowledge spillovers by 
integrating direct and indirect knowledge flows. Second, it clarifies the characteristics of each technology class in 
terms of diffuser or absorber. Third, it provides a precise direction to create convergent inventions at the level of 
technology classes and subsequently can be a basis for useful tool that facilitates to establish research and 
development (R&D) strategies and plans due to the feature that our approach is based on the quantitative analysis.
2. Theoretical background
2.1. Association rule mining
ARM as one of data-mining techniques aims to generate association rules between different items by finding out 
their co-occurrence patterns [5]. An association rule is formulated by ܣ ՜ ܤ, where A and B are itemsets. The rule 
indicates that a target itemset B is an implication of a source itemset A. Two basic parameters are considered to 
generate association rules, support and confidence. The support parameter of A means how many times the itemset A
appears in total transactions. It is described by the ratio of the occurrence frequency of A to the total number of 
transactions. The confidence parameter means how many times the itemsets A and B appear concurrently in the 
same transactions. It is explained by the ratio of the support value of A and B to the support value of A. When 
generating association rules, we predefine the threshold value for support and confidence to drop unusual cases. This 
study applies ARM to generate association rules between technology classes that imply knowledge flows between 
them. The strength of each flow can be determined by the confidence value. A number of studies have adopted 
ARM to generate meaningful technological implications including identifying core technologies by assessing cross-
impact of technology classes [3] and analyzing textual data for industrial knowledge management [6].
2.2. Decision making trial and evaluation laboratory
DEMATEL as one of graph-based decision making techniques aims to create meaningful relationships between
variables by exploring the extent that each variable influences others [7]. The procedure of applying DEMATEL is 
as follows [8]: 1) building average matrix that represents the degree of direct influence between variables, 2) 
normalizing the average matrix in which all principal diagonal elements are equal to 0 and each element falls 
between 0 and 1, and 3) computing total relation matrix using convergent solutions. From the total relation matrix, 
we can generate the extent of impact and causality of variables by calculating the sum of rows and columns,
respectively. This study applies DEMATEL to identify causality of technology classes that means the net effects 
that each class contributes to. Using DEMATEL, Ko et al. [4] identified the direct and indirect impact of technology 
classes [4] and Sumrit and Anuntavoranich [9] analyzed the innovation capability evaluation factors of firms.
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3. Proposed approach
Analyzing causality of knowledge spillovers between technology classes should be incorporated into R&D 
planning processes in that it can help make R&D strategies and policies. For this purpose, this study proposes a 
systematic approach to explore knowledge spillover effects and identify causality of spillovers. The approach 
consists of 3 steps (Fig. 1) : 1) measuring knowledge flows by calculating co-occurrence frequency of technology 
classes, 2) explore knowledge spillover effects by integrating direct and indirect knowledge flows, and 3) identifying 
causality of knowledge spillovers by building an impact-causality map.
Fig. 1. Procedure of proposed approach
3.1. Measuring knowledge flows
This step generates association rules by applying ARM that creates meaningful relations between itemsets in 
transactions. This study is supposed to measure the extent of knowledge flows between technology classes so we 
consider patents as transactions and IPCs that the patents are classified into as itemsets. First, we extract IPC 
subclass information from patents. Second, we set minimum support threshold value and select IPCs of which the 
support value is larger than the threshold value. Using only the selected IPCs, we generate association rules. 
Similarly, we set minimum confidence threshold value and drop rules of which the confidence value is smaller than 
the threshold value. The generated rules indicate that there are knowledge flows from the source IPCs to the target 
IPCs. The confidence value of the rules reflects the extent of flows.
3.2. Exploring knowledge spillover effects
This step explores knowledge spillover effects by integrating direct and indirect knowledge flows by means of 
DEMATEL. The confidence values represent the extent of direct knowledge flows between source IPCs and target 
IPCs. Therefore, we can create the total relation matrix by using these values to form the average matrix.
3.3. Identifying causality of knowledge spillovers
This step identifies causality of knowledge spillovers between technology classes. The knowledge spillover 
effects of each class imply the extent of the influence that the class gives to and receives from all the other classes. 
The two types of influence are called cause (ri) and effect (cj), respectively. Using these influences, we measure the 
impact and causality. The impact as the total effects that each class gives or receives can be computed by 
aggregating the cause (ri) and effect (cj) and the causality as the net effects that each class contributes can be 
calculated by subtracting the effect (ci) from cause (ri). If a technology class has a high impact value, then it can be 
considered that it participates in the active cross-boundary knowledge exchanges. If a class has a positive causality 
value, then thought that it releases its own knowledge to others. Similarly, if a class has a negative causality value, 
then it can be thought that it tends to absorb others’ knowledge. We build an impact-causality map using these 
values and then draw technological meanings for the technology classes plotted on the map. Moreover, we build a 
pair-wise map to conduct in-depth analysis on main classes that have strong positive causality value or high impact 
value in perspective of pairs of classes. 
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4. Case study
4.1. Knowledge flows
We extract the co-occurrence frequency of IPCs from the case patent data. The total number of patents used in 
this case study is 379,794 and the number of IPCs that the patents are classified into is 628. Each IPC appears 1,528 
times on average per patent. Applying ARM to the co-occurrence frequency data leads to generate association rules 
that represent directional knowledge flows between technology classes. To determine final rules, we should 
predefine minimum threshold values for the support and confidence measures. The threshold value for support 
measure restricts IPCs that can be considered as source or target parts in association rules. That for confidence 
measure drops rules that have a relatively low confidence level. To acquire enough rules to analyze the causality of 
technological knowledge spillovers, we set the minimum threshold values as 1% for both support and confidence 
measures. As a result, 359 association rules are generated.
4.2. Knowledge spillover effects
The generated association rules only explain the aspect of direct knowledge flows between technology classes. 
However, they also influence others through intermediate classes. To capture this aspect of knowledge flows, 
DEMATEL is applied in this study. It allows us to measure the extent of technological knowledge spillover effects 
by integrating direct and indirect knowledge flows. The association rules are immediately used to form an average 
matrix and then it is normalized by dividing it by the maximum value of the sum of its rows and columns. In this 
case study, the maximum value is 2.84. Finally, we obtain a total relation matrix in which the number of related 
technology classes is 52. This matrix shows the extent of comprehensive knowledge spillovers.
4.3. Causality of knowledge spillovers
We build an impact-causality map based on the values of impact (ri+cj) and causality (ri-cj) (Fig. 2(a)).
Fig. 2. (a) general impact-causality map; (b) pair-wise impact-causality map for pairs of technology classes.
Technology classes mapped in area A, which have high impact and positive causality values, mainly release 
technological knowledge to others. Several classes in C section (chemistry or metallurgy) are key classes in this area. 
Technology classes mapped in area B, which have high impact and negative causality values, mainly receives 
external knowledge from others. A61K (preparations for medical, dental, or toilet purposes) and G06F (electric 
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digital data processing) are representative classes in this area. To see which classes are related to these key classes, 
we build a pair-wise impact-causality map (Fig. 2(b)). A61K is largely about the prevention or alleviation of 
abnormal conditions of the living body so it is a main technological application domain where technological 
advances occur with the absorption of external knowledge about organic chemistry including C07D (heterocyclic 
compounds) and C07K (peptides). G06F is related to the handling of data processing equipments so it absorbs 
external knowledge of detailed sub-technologies for controlling or transmitting digital signals including H04L 
(transmission of digital information) and G09G (arrangements for control of indicating devices). C07H (nucleosides) 
and C12P (fermentation of chemical compounds) play a central role to promote technological advances of other 
technology classes by releasing basic chemical knowledge to practical applied chemistry and biotechnology 
including C12N (micro-organisms), C12Q (measuring processes involving micro-organisms), C07D, C07K, A61K, 
and A01N (preservation of bodies of humans or animals).
5. Conclusions
This study proposed a systematic approach to analyze the causality of knowledge spillovers between technology 
classes. It first measures the degree of direct influences between classes by applying ARM and derives the extent of 
indirect knowledge flows from the direct influences. Second, it integrates the direct and indirect influences to 
explore the cause and effect of technology classes by incorporating DEMATEL. Finally, it identifies the causality of 
knowledge spillovers by building an impact-causality map of classes. This study is expected to contribute to 
exploring the effects of comprehensive technological knowledge spillovers and clarifying the characteristics of each 
technology class in terms of knowledge diffusers or absorbers. Furthermore, it can be a basis for useful tool that 
facilitates to establish R&D strategies since it provides a precise direction to create convergent inventions at the 
level of technology classes based on the quantitative analysis.
Despite the contributions, further research issues still remain. We only dealt with the knowledge spillovers in the 
level of technology classes. However, to derive specific technological implications, the spillover effects should be 
discussed in the perspective of detailed technologies. Moreover, we generated the directed influences by applying 
ARM but previous approaches have utilized the citation information and co-word analysis to make direct 
connections between technology classes. Therefore, to create precise relationships between technology classes, it is 
worth considering introducing these previous ideas to our study.
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